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KEY POINTS

� Frailty is defined as a clinical state characterized by an increased vulnerability of an organ-
ism to stressors, exposing individuals to negative health-related outcomes.

� Multiple operational definitions are available for capturing the risk profile of frail elders, but
a gold standard is currently missing.

� The identification of frailty should lead to a comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA)
and personalized plan of intervention.

� Multidomain interventions are needed against frailty, but actions should be prioritized and
carefully chosen to avoid overtreatment and adverse events.

� Novel models of care might be built up around the frailty condition to address the currently
unmet clinical needs of older persons.
INTRODUCTION

The number of scientific publications on frailty has been increasing exponentially dur-
ing the past 15 years (Fig. 1). Studies on the topic are not limited to the geriatric and
gerontology fields, but discussions about frailty have also started appearing in other
specialties and disciplines. Such a growing interest probably finds its common de-
nominator in the severe burden that global aging is posing to society and public health
systems.
The absolute and relative increase of older persons is a phenomenon occurring

worldwide, from the richest to the poorest regions of the earth. At the same time,
advanced age brings a higher likelihood of presenting multiple (often chronic and inter-
acting) conditions, accentuated by frequent socioeconomic issues. The resulting sce-
nario is characterized by a growing demand of care services for clinically complex
elders, a population for which the application of standard decisional algorithms and
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Fig. 1. Number of scientific publications per year on frailty indexed in PubMed. Research up-
dated on August 18, 2016, and conducted for the terms, “Frailty” and “Frail”. (Dark gray)
indexed articles; (light gray) estimated articles to be published from August 18, 2016, to
the end of the year.
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evidence is frequently challenging (due to the long-lasting and still detrimental
evidence-based issue in geriatrics1).2

The concept of frailty can be found in the geriatric medicine literature in articles that
first appeared in the 1950s and 1960s3,4 and a more relevant body of contributions in
the 1980s and 1990s (see Fig. 1). The condition of extreme vulnerability has always
characterized the typical geriatric patient.5 A more consistent and frequent use of
the term frailty started, however, after the publication of its formal operational
definitions. This is, although the birth of frailty is usually dated to 2001 (when the frailty
phenotype was proposed by Fried and colleagues6), this condition had been object of
study by geriatricians and gerontologists for several decades prior.

WHAT FRAILTY IS

Frailty is defined as a clinical state in which there is an increase in an individual’s
vulnerability to developing negative health-related events (including disability, hospi-
talizations, institutionalizations, and death) when exposed to endogenous or exoge-
nous stressors.7 This means that the same stressor may cause different
consequences when soliciting a frail individual (ie, severe and prolonged functional
loss and higher likelihood of incomplete recovery) compared with a robust person
(ie, prompt and complete recovery with minor—if any—consequences).8

In parallel with the concept of frailty, the term, resilience, has started being used
more frequently during the last few years. It is described as “the human ability to adapt
in the face of tragedy, trauma, adversity, hardship, and ongoing significant life
stressors.”9 Resilience explains why 2 apparently similar frail persons may react differ-
ently to the same negative stimulus. The one able to better cope with the stressor is
considered characterized by higher resilience, which is the external resources that
an organism has available for counteracting the negative forces challenging its ho-
meostasis (eg, more robust social network and higher economic status).
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Recently, theWorld Report on Ageing and Health published by the World Health Or-
ganization2 has introduced the concepts of intrinsic capacity (ie, the composite of all
the physical and mental capacities of an individual) and functional ability (ie, the
health-related attributes that enable people to be and to do what they have reason
to value), both presenting solid foundations in the geriatric background of frailty. It
was stated in the report:

.The definition of frailty remains contested, but it can be considered as a pro-
gressive age-related decline in physiological systems that results in decreased re-
serves of intrinsic capacity, which confers extreme vulnerability to stressors and
increases the risk of a range of adverse health outcomes.

It might be possible to think of frailty as an individual’s deficits that modify the
intrinsic capacity and determine (together with environmental barriers) the deviation
from the functional ability trajectory.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FRAILTY AND DISABILITY

The relationship between frailty and disability is controversial. Some investigators tend
to avoid such a strict, arbitrary categorization and do not exclude a priori the possibil-
ity that a disabled individual may also be frail. After all, capturing a gradient of risk is
always possible, even among the sickest individuals, as far as adequate instruments
and methodologies are applied. This is, for example, the case of the conceptualization
of frailty elaborated by Rockwood and colleagues10 and Mitniski and colleagues.11

Another body of literature prefers framing frailty as a predisability condition.12,13

Following this approach, frailty becomes of special interest as a target condition for
preventive interventions against disability. This is a legitimate and valid use of the
frailty concept. At the same time, the definition of frailty becomes more challenging
because it implies the addition of a threshold (to differentiate it from disability) to an
already debated definition.
In the absence of an agreed gold standard, there are no right or wrong answers to

this issue. Making use of good sense, it is reasonable to state that frailty (or the
increased vulnerability to stressors) can be detected and measured in every living or-
ganism. At the same time, the frailty condition can be identified and used in special
settings and populations for special and sectorial purposes (eg, as a target condition
for preventing a negative outcome as disability), provided that adequate adaptations
to methodologies are implemented.

THE ASSESSMENT OF FRAILTY

More than 40 operational definitions of frailty have been proposed in the literature (and
the number is continuously increasing).14 Every instrument has been shown to
possess a certain capacity of predicting negative outcomes in the elderly. Neverthe-
less, each tool tends to identify a specific population at risk of negative outcomes, and
the agreement of results across instruments remains modest.15,16

The frailty phenotype is probably the most popular model for assessing the condi-
tion of interest.17 It was originally operationalized using the Cardiovascular Health
Study database, and validated showing its capacity to predict falls, hospitalizations,
incident disability, and mortality.6 It was conceived to capture a physical condition
of risk and differentiated from comorbidity and disability (although overlapping among
the 3 was possible).18 The frailty phenotype is based on 5 predetermined criteria (ie,
involuntary weight loss, exhaustion, muscle weakness, slow gait speed, and seden-
tary behavior). The number of positive criteria defines the individual as frail (�3),
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prefrail (1–2), and robust (none).6 This instrument has played a major role in the diffu-
sion of the concept of frailty in the literature, perhaps for its easy-to-understand profile.
Although it is often indicated as the most commonly used definition of frailty, it is prob-
ably more correct to refer to it as a model. As recently reported by Theou and col-
leagues,19 the original definition is rarely applied without adaptations to the
available resources and the studied populations. As discussed previously, the modi-
fication of 1 or more items has the potential to change the final result of the test, having
a negative impact on the comparability of findings across studies.
An alternative (potentially complementary) model is the one designed by Rock-

wood and colleagues10 and Mitnitski and colleagues,11 the so-called Frailty Index.
The Frailty Index estimates the accumulation of deficits occurring with the aging
process.20 It is arithmetically defined as the ratio between the deficits (ie, signs,
symptoms, diseases, and disabilities) presented by an individual and the total num-
ber of deficits considered in the evaluation. Accordingly, it is not important which
items are considered for computing the score but rather their quantity.17 In the
Frailty Index, each item counts for 1/n (whereas n is the total number of items
considered in the computation). This means that 1 item is not able to substantially
modify the final score. At the same time, if an item is clinically relevant, it unlikely is
present alone but simultaneously occurs with others. Differently from the frailty
phenotype, the Frailty Index is based on the results of a previous comprehensive
assessment of a person and objectivizes a status of biological aging.17 Because
the Frailty Index is not based on predetermined items, but is computed using a crit-
ical mass of comprehensive information, it is particularly suitable for (1) being retro-
spectively implemented in existing databases built up for other purposes and (2)
promoting interdisciplinary analyses and comparisons.21–23 The arithmetical model
at the basis of the Frailty Index has also been applied to animal models (for promot-
ing translational research on frailty)24 and biochemical results (for potentially antic-
ipating the detection of the fragilization process).25 The Frailty Index follows different
objectives from other tools assessing frailty. It cannot be used for screening pur-
poses because it is based on the results of a comprehensive geriatric assessment.
Other instruments are instead based on quick-to-assess signs/symptoms to detect
individuals in need of secondary and more in-depth assessment. The Frailty Index
comes at a later stage, once such a comprehensive evaluation conducted by the
specialist is completed to provide an objective value to the burden of deficits
affecting the person.17

Another approach to frailty deserving special attention is the biopsychosocial model
proposed by Gobbens and colleagues26,27 and operationalized with the Tilburg Frailty
Indicator.28 This model has been attracting increasing interest in the scientific commu-
nity for expanding the domain of frailty beyond the physical and clinical domain, to-
ward social sciences. This step for a more global appreciation of frailty might be
considered necessary if the role played by the socioeconomic context in determining
the vulnerability status of an older person is taken into account.
A strategy to identify individuals exposed at increased risk of negative outcomes is

use of the FRAIL acronym (ie, Fatigue, Resistance, Ambulation, Illnesses, and Loss of
weight) proposed29 and validated by Morley and colleagues30 (Table 1). This simple
tool easily reminds clinicians of 5 key aspects for evaluating the frailty status and se-
lects those candidates worthy of further investigation. FRAIL stems from the frailty
phenotype, includes a variable of clinical complexity (ie, multimorbidity), and over-
comes one of the major limitations of the model proposed by Fried and colleagues,6

that is its feasibility in daily outpatient routine. Although apparently easy to conduct,
the frailty phenotype as originally designed is time consuming (eg, for the assessment



Table 1
The FRAIL instrument

Symptom/Sign Assessment

Fatigue Are you fatigued?

Resistance Cannot walk up one flight of stairs?

Ambulation Cannot walk one block?

Illnesses Do you have more than 5 illnesses?

Loss of weight Have you lost more than 5% of your weight in the last 6 mo?

The presence of 3 ormore positive answers defines the status of frailty; 1 or 2 positive answers iden-
tify prefrailty; the absence of positive answers indicates robustness.
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of the Minnesota Leisure Time Physical Activity questionnaire) and requires the avail-
ability of specific devices (ie, dynamometer).
Besides these instruments, several other tools are available in the literature for

describing a gradient of risk in older persons. Some have specifically been designed
to support large-scale surveys to identify at-risk individuals in the community (eg, the
INTER-FRAIL instrument and31 the 6-item Sherbrooke Postal Questionnaire32). Others
(as also the frailty phenotype itself6) have been developed from secondary analyses
conducted in epidemiologic cohort studies (eg, the 3 criteria identified in the Study
of Osteoporotic Fractures33 or the 5 items retrieved from the Survey of Health, Ageing
and Retirement in Europe database34).
Physical performance measures (eg, gait speed35,36 and the Short Physical Perfor-

mance Battery37,38) may also serve for capturing the increased vulnerability of an in-
dividual to stressors. These tests were originally designed for assessing the
physical domain of an older person, but it is acknowledged that they are able to
robustly estimate an individual’s biological age.39

As discussed previously, the list of instruments for detecting frailty might be long
and their descriptions are not within the aims of the present article. Moreover, the clin-
ical condition of frailty is often confused with the mere result of the tests.5 Instruments
are important (especially in geriatric medicine) for supporting clinical decisions but
cannot replace clinical judgment, especially if an instrument is designed for screening
(and not diagnostic) purposes. Frailty is not a disease but only the first step for the
eventual initiation of a specific care process (ie, the CGA and design of a person-
tailored geriatric intervention).

THE MANAGEMENT OF FRAILTY

In a recent document, entitled Fit for Frailty,40 edited by the British Geriatrics Society,
the focus is on the intervention plan and not particularly to the detection of frailty.
Multiple instruments are recommended for screening frailty (eg, gait speed,41 Timed
Up and Go test,42 and the PRISMA-7 questionnaire43). Such large indications might
hamper the possibility of standardizing care (ie, different instruments 5 different risk
profiles5 different needs). However, authors give more emphasis to the process lead-
ing to the CGA and person-tailored plan of intervention than to the screening proced-
ures. The fact that the screening/assessment instrument is secondary to the proposed
model of care also meets the need of providing a sufficiently flexible structure to be
applied in diverse settings and populations.
It is well established that a relatively large proportion of older persons presents un-

met clinical needs. At the same time, clinical needs are different across populations,
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settings, and geographic regions. Current recommendations discourage the system-
atic screening of frailty in the general population for obvious cost-effectiveness limita-
tions.44 Thus, the implementation of frailty in the clinical care first requires a careful
evaluation of public health priorities and available resources. Such considerations
are crucial for guiding the development of the model for taking care of frail elders. It
is for this reason that the model should not be based on specific instruments but on
a common theoretic strategy applied in different ways according to resources and
needs.45 For example, a highly sensitive instrument (ie, capable of better identifying
true positive individuals) may be preferred in settings with limited resources. Differ-
ently, a more specific tool (ie, more accurate at excluding true negative subjects) might
be preferred when resources allow for a larger-scale evaluation of the population. Ac-
cording to the interventions planned after the detection of a case, the system should
equip itself with the adequate tools and infrastructures for conducting the best-
allowed and feasible clinical practice.
Once the causes responsible for a frailty condition are detected, the geriatric exper-

tise should prioritize interventions, balancing pros and cons according to an individ-
ual’s characteristics, needs, and resources. This practice is hard to standardize
within rigid decisional algorithms due to the heterogeneous complexity of frail elders
and the often scarce evidence available for the elderly. Moreover, older persons often
present socioeconomic and environmental risk factors hampering the efficacy of inter-
ventions that are exclusively or too focused on single clinical findings and biological
parameters. The assessment of a frail elder that does not take into account the living
environment and social network may result in insufficient (if not detrimental) solu-
tions.46 For these reasons, geriatric medicine is probably closer to an art than a rigid
scientific discipline.47 This explains why the role of the geriatrician in the management
of frailty is so important and should not be easily delegated.5 A Cochrane review
shows that the efficacy of the CGA is closely related to the presence of a geriatrician
in the management of frail elders.48

If the concept of frailty is widely considered (and not restricted to the results of a sin-
gle, potentially biasing instrument), it is evident how coordinated actions aimed at
prioritizing and personalizing interventions are effective across different clinical set-
tings in the prevention of negative health-related events in the elderly.49–52 Recent ev-
idence developed after the implementation of frailty operationalizations, however,
seems less promising. Several studies (especially conducted in primary care) have
suggested the lack of positive findings for multidisciplinary interventions against frailty
in the prevention of negative outcomes. Such an apparent contradiction might be
explained in 2 different ways:

1. It has consistently been shown that more beneficial results are obtained from geri-
atric interventions when these are directed toward the frailest individuals. Interven-
tions against minimally meaningful risk profiles are unlikely to modify the health
status of older persons (due to a ceiling effect), especially when testing hard out-
comes, such as disability. At the same time, the need for anticipating the detection
of frailty in the community and primary care has been frequently advocated. This is
important for prevention in aging societies. The healthier status of this subgroup of
elders, however, automatically increases the number of false-positive cases,
consequently watering down the effects of interventions (even when these may
be relevant in other settings and for more severe risk profiles).

2. A relevant body of literature (largely coming from a nongeriatric background) has
started translating frailty with the sterile results of questionnaires or tools. The
screening tests have been used to diagnose frailty, because this was a disease
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to treat. Consequently, several researchers have proposed that clinical benefits
could be obtained by targeting the defining criteria of frailty (usually aspecific signs
and symptoms). Adding interventions for the multiple abnormalities detected by
screening tools has been considered a good way to go for assuring a multidomain
approach and a holistic vision of patients. This is false if not dangerous, potentially
leading to overtreatment and/or mistreatment (for the patient) and increased costs
(for the health care system). Geriatricians know that multidomain interventions
might be effective only when coordinated by a wise choice and prioritization of
the solutions to implement.

Finally, it is important to discuss how the geriatric background and frailty experience
may be implemented for individuals who are not chronologically old (as traditionally
done up to date) but expressing typical geriatric conditions as a consequence of
accelerated and/or accentuated aging (eg, individuals with Down syndrome53,54 or
other progeroid syndromes and patients with HIV infection55,56). For these individuals,
most of the traditional frailty assessment tools are inadequate because they are
designed and calibrated for elders. The defining items might not be easy to apply
and/or the critical cutpoints may be inadequate. Again, instruments show how irrele-
vant they are in the face of the complexity of frailty and the importance of targeting this
condition with person-tailored geriatric interventions.

SPECIFIC ISSUES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF FRAILTY

Interventions against frailty for preventing negative health-related outcomes are often
justified by the expected benefits an individual may receive from earlier detection of
unknown conditions. The anticipation of diagnoses may potentially provide the possi-
bility of action when pathologic findings are still treatable and amenable to be
reversed. Nevertheless, preventive strategies (especially when directed toward frail el-
ders) imply special considerations involving ethical, clinical, and methodological
issues.57

Looking for frailty means that a positive screening leads to further testing and exam-
inations. This is legitimate and important, independently of a subject’s age. In geriatric
medicine, however, there is always the risk that a screening conducted for preventive
purposes may open a Pandora’s box without providing relevant health benefits for an
individual. Defining a person as frail may lead to stigmatization and create a “patient”
from a “relatively healthy” individual. The improvement of diagnostic techniques al-
lows finding subtle but clinically meaningless abnormalities. Such abnormalities of un-
certain relevance are responsible for overdiagnosis and overtreatment. In other and
plainer words, the more that is looked for, the more is found. This same issue is
currently under debate in fields where prevention has traditionally been considered
crucial, such as oncology.58,59 At the same time, prevention strategies are not free
but instead are characterized by relevant costs for public health systems. Allocating
money in the prevention may potentially imply a redistribution of public health bud-
gets, reducing resources devoted to other care services. It is thus obvious that
long-term investment in prevention is justifiable only when necessary and solidly
proved. Therefore, the design of preventive strategies against frailty (especially in
the nonclinical population) should well define a priori the target population according
to the risk profile that has been shown to best respond to the planned interventions.
Last but not least, several studies have reported the possibility that frailty may spon-

taneously reverse. Accordingly, the positive results of a screening may become nega-
tive without the need of a specific intervention. Such fluctuations are part of the
physiologic nature of the frailty condition, which does not follow a linear and easily



Fig. 2. Natural course of the frailty conditions characterized by more or less spontaneous
fluctuations across the threshold of its detection.
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predictable trajectory. The spontaneous modifications of frailty status over time are
more likely to occur at the earliest and mildest stages of the disabling cascade
(Fig. 2). Such a characteristic of frailty should raise cautiousness in screening of this
condition, which potentially leads to treatment of nonclinically relevant and spontane-
ously reversible abnormalities. It should be stressed how the implementation of use-
less interventions not only is a waste of money and time but also may expose
individuals (especially if in advanced age) to the risk of adverse events.

SUMMARY

Frailty is a geriatric condition of extreme relevance in aging societies. Frailty should
become the lever for reshaping obsolete health care systems to make them more
responsive to the needs of the aging populations. Frailty may be used to replace
the old-fashioned criterion of chronologic age for defining a person as of geriatric in-
terest. This can be done only if the identification of this risk profile is contextualized in
systems through an adaptation of clinical approach, services, and care. For this pur-
pose, the background and expertise gained by geriatricians over the years represent a
useful resource. The integration of such knowledge of older persons in other disci-
plines and specialties for better addressing unmet clinical needs of frail individuals
should be promoted. Models of interdisciplinary care for the management of geriatric
patients (eg, orthogeriatric units60,61) suggest promising solutions.
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